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psd you wish to have a hand drawn effect. This means the Brush Width and Brush Size options appear with the original image. Free Your Imagination Add “Fiber” to your brushstrokes. You can vary the width, pressure and size of the fiber simply by adding or subtracting fiber to the brush stroke. The result is subtle, detailed, cartoon-like style that is clearly Photoshop. Create your own line art styles
with the Fiber Blending Options. Change the thickness, opacity and spacing of the brushed strokes to give the look you desire. Soothe Your Soul Change the placement of the brush strokes using the Easel options. See the fine tuning of the line drawings in the Embed options. See the perfect placement of the text on the background of your photos using the Double Embed options. Create a variety of
strokes using the Single Stroke options. Create your own custom brush using the many customizable options. The option to create custom brushes is saved in the brush name. Make it Yours Once you’ve created your custom brushstrokes, convert the brushstroke to an Action. The Action can be used in any of the Photoshop projects for which you would like to create hand drawn effects. It is completely
FREE to create a hand drawn effect. You can save time and frustration by following these simple steps. Download “Hand Drawn” (ADOBE PHOTOSHOP ACTION) Create a Custom Brush Use the Brush library (Window > Brush) Press “D” to open the Brush Options Press “Ctrl”+ “B” Select “Paintbrush” Select “Brush Size” Select “Change Brush Size” Select “Brush Width” Draw the Brush Add
Stroke Select “Stroke” Use the Brush to draw different strokes Press “Ctrl”+ “D” Select “D” to Add another Stroke Create a new Custom Brush Select “ 82157476af
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